
   

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLGICAL 
SECTION  of the  

DEVONSHIRE ASSOCIATION 

Issue 4  January  2019 

IASDA Talk & AGM  
Saturday 9 February 2019  

The Dolphin Hotel,  
1A Station Rd, Bovey Tracey, TQ13 9AL 

  

10.00am         Refreshments on arrival 

10.30am          Rick Stewart: “Miner’s Health and Welfare in the 
    Tamar Valley” 

11.30am          Break 

11.45       Bob Ashford, “A Twist in the Sodium Nitrate  
   Story” 

12.00     Adrian Wills, “Update on the Rolle Canal” 

12.15      Iain Miles, “AIA Conference 2018”  

12.30pm          AGM 

1           Apologies 

2          Minutes of the AGM of 8 February 2018 

3          Chairman’s Report 

4          Secretary’s Report 

5          Treasurer’s Report / approval of Accounts 

6          Election of Officers and Committee 

            The current Committee consists of:-  

Mick Atkinson, Lynette Costello, Iain Miles, Mary Miles, Pat 
Milton, Bill Nichols, Richard Pocock, Mike Stannard, Adrian 
Wills and Graham Wills. All are due stand down and have  
indicated their willingness to continue on the Committee, with 
the exception of Graham Wills. 

New Committee members are welcome and nominations are 
invited. Please send them to the hon. secretary 
(Mike Stannard) no later than 14 days before 
the meeting (Saturday 26 January) 

Numbers of those wishing to lunch at the  
Dolphin Hotel afterwards will be taken at the 
beginning of the meeting. 
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Forthcoming IASDA meetings and field trip  

(to the end of May 2019) 

 

9
th

 February (Saturday) IASDA AGM after talk by Rick Stewart “Miner's Health and 

Welfare in the Tamar Valley.”  

Dolphin Hotel, Bovey Tracey, TQ13 9AL, (OS SX 815 785). coffee at 10.00 am,  

talk at 10.30 am. Lunch at the hotel available afterwards. 

 

26th March (Tuesday) Prof Bill Harvey “19th Century Bridges on the Torridge 

(Joint meeting with the Bideford Branch of the Devonshire Association.) 

Kingsley Room, Burton Art Gallery, Kingsley Rd., Bideford, EX39 2QQ,  

(OS SS 455271). 26th March 2019, 10.30 for 11.00 am.  

Followed by 2pm visit to SS Freshspring. 

 

9
th

 May (Thursday) Visit to Heathcoat Fabrics Limited Tiverton Devon EX16 5LL 

2pm. Number limited so that booking is required. Contact Richard Pocock at  

01884 855450 or richarddpocock@gmail.com. 

 

18
th

 May (Saturday) Martin Watts. Visit to Shillhay and Exe Island. Joint visit  

organized by the Geology Section of the Devonshire Association. Numbers,  

meeting place and time will be announced by the Geology section. 

 

Other dates for your Diary 

Rolle Canal & Northern Devon Waterways Society AGM 

28th April  2.30pm 

RHS Rosemoor Gardens Lecture Room 

 

RC&NDWS Guided Walks 2019  
 on Sundays starting at 2.30 

12
th
 May  Annery Kiln to Ridd Inclined plane 

16
th
 June  Rosemoor  Darkham Weir to Rosemoor limekilns 

14
th
 July   Taddiport  lime kilns, storage building, toll house, milk factory 

18
th
 August  Annery Kiln to Sea Lock 

Further details : www.rollecanalsociety.org. 

http://www.rollecanalsociety.org
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Proposed WZLET Steaming Dates 2019   

(all times 11am to 4pm unless stated) 

  

7th April  SUNDAY    

22nd April  EASTER MONDAY        

6th May  Early MAY Bank Holiday     

    

18th / 19th May      Steam on the Levels   10am - 5.00pm 

   

16th June  SUNDAY  (Fathers’ Day)   

    

7th July  SUNDAY         

 

4th Aug  SUNDAY    

12th Aug   MONDAY  (3pm onwards) 

(Private Steaming for Association of Industrial Archaeology)  

14th Aug  WEDNESDAY            

26th Aug  BANK HOLIDAY 10am - 4.00pm   (Railway Gala)   

 

15th Sept  SUNDAY                  11am - 4.00pm   (Heritage Open Day)   

22nd Sept  SUNDAY                   11am - 4.00pm  (non-steam -Heritage Open Day) 

 

6th Oct  SUNDAY    

27th Oct  SUNDAY   4.30pm – 8.30pm (Halloween)  

  

The Westonzoyland Pumping Station Museum of Steam Power and Land Drainage is a small 

industrial heritage museum dedicated to steam powered machinery at Westonzoyland in the 

English county of Somerset. It is a Grade II* listed building.  
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The AIA Conference at Nottingham University 

September 2018 

For those of you who aren’t aware of it, the Association of Industrial Archaeology, to which we 

are affiliated, hold their annual conference at a different venue each year, hosted by the local IA 

society. In 2018, it was held at Nottingham University where over 120 delegates met, enjoying 

talks and visits with an industrial history theme. Colleges and University Campus are the venue 

for these conferences as they can provide the accommodation required, (normally en-suite) to a 

certain standard. It is SIAS’s, (Somerset I A Soc.’s) turn to host it in 2019 and it will be held at the 

Somerset College, Cannington Campus, near Bridgwater. 

Firstly though, let us look at what the Conference involved. 

The Friday seminar was reserved for professional bodies to have an input with a theme, chosen 

by the AIA -- a chance to explain their involvement in schemes for either recording, conserving, 

preserving or any professional input into IA sites. Saturday consists of member’s talks, with the 

Conference Dinner held at a suitable venue usually with an invited local dignitary as a guest. 

Sunday morning was taken up with the AGM and other talks and then after lunch, the program of 

visits started with short papers presented by local people, usually about places to be visited on 

the tours. This set the pattern for the next 4 days with delegates returning home on the Thursday, 

although they could leave at whatever point they choose. Strong emphasis is placed on the  

social side of the conference with plenty of time for interaction between individuals, (a bar is  

always a requirement, with local ales requested to be made available!) This year, a request was 

been made that we had a skittles evening on the Tuesday in the two surviving pubs in the village 

with alleys! 

The 2018 Conference started with the Friday Seminar where Prof Marilyn Palmer, President and 

Dr Michael Nevel, Chairman, welcomed the attendees. Then,  representatives from Historic Eng-

land, The University of Salford, University of Liverpool, Trent and Peak Archaeology, The Soc. of 

Antiquaries of Scotland, The Govannon Consultancy and University College Cork, presented 

short papers on Researching IA and Heritage in the 21
st
 Century. 

On Saturday morning, talks were presented on Koepe mine winding systems in the UK, The 

wrought iron Bennerley viaduct, Industrial caves in Nottingham, and The Leicester and  

Swannington Rly. The afternoon was taken up with Member’s Contributions and the Presentation 

of Awards. In the evening, A Drinks Reception was followed by the Annual Dinner. 

Sunday morning consisted of the AGM, (Commendably short!) then a briefing by Peter Daniel of 

SIAS and IASDA on this years proposals. Next we had the  presentation of the Annual Rolt  

Memorial Lecture, which was on Science and Engineering at War.  

After lunch, a choice of three visits were available. The first, Woolaton Hall and Nottingham’s  

Industrial Museum, which is housed in the Hall’s former stable block. The second was a visit to 

the Lace Market and canals and the third to Green’s Windmill and Science Centre and  

Nottingham’s caves. 

On the Monday, a choice of two gave us the chance to see Papplewick Pumping Station, part of 

Nottingham’s Victorian water supply, the preserved Bestwood Colliery winding engine and  

surviving village, then Pleasley pit where two massive steam winding engines are preserved on 

site, back to back. The other, was a trip to Newark to see a number of former large malthouses, 
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breweries and  the port with a boat trip on the Trent, On the way back, the coach went by  

Clipstone Colliery, where it was possible to see the listed Koepe colliery winding system and  

engine house, the last to survive in the UK, awaiting a solution to the problem of reuse. After  

dinner, we had a talk about Taylor’s Bell Foundry at Loughborough in preparation for those of us 

visiting the following day. Just to give us some further entertainment, after the majority of us had 

managed to get to sleep, the fire alarms went off at 2 am! This proved to be a false alarm, but 

presented the farce of seeing some well respected members of the AIA and other Societies 

standing in various states of undress on the lawn outside the Halls! 

The two possible tours on Tuesday included Taylor’s Bell Foundry,  now the only surviving one in 

the UK, the L & S Rly. tunnel now in the care of the Leicester Ind. History Soc. and a visit to  

Abbey Lane Pumping Station, Leicester’s Museum of Industry. The other tour went to the  

Erewash Valley to see the  Bennerley Viaduct, built by the GNR and looking to be conserved for 

use as a footpath and cycleway,’ remains of the neighbouring ironworks and investigate some 

canal landscapes.  

Wednesday, the last day, saw only one tour and that was to see the impressive Framework  

Knitting Museum at Ruddington, where a friendly welcome awaited us. The well restored  

machines and homes are housed in the surviving small settlement of brick terraced houses, 

chapel and workshops in the middle of the village. The tour finished just after lunch at the  

Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre. A fine collection of railway, bus and other related  

machinery, hopefully soon to become the northern terminus of the rebuilt Great Central Railway 

from Leicester. England’s preserved main line. 

Now for the advert!! As I have said, the 2019 Conference is to be hosted by SIAS. As members 

of IASDA, you are entitled to attend. Prices, and other details are available in the IASDA on-line 

Newsletter, or from the AIA site. I can promise you a truly enjoyable week with many interesting 

presentations and visits to sites throughout Somerset.  

 

Further details of the forthcoming AIA Conference 2019 can be found on  

https://industrial-archaeology.org/conferences/annual-conference/ 

 

Above left: Clipstone Colliery, above right: Newark on Trent Maltings, both wait for a new life. 

Pictures  and article courtesy of Iain Miles 
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 A very interesting and enjoyable 3 day visit was undertaken by members of the two  
societies in mid September, arranged by Pat Milton of IASDA and led by Kingsley Rickard of the 
Trevithick Society.  

 The visit started with lunch at the Countryman Inn at Peace between Camborne and Four 
Lanes on the Monday. The first site we visited was the Marriot’s Shaft section of Wheal Bassett 
where Kingsley explained how towards the end of the 19C, the Bassett family, owners of this tin 
mine invested heavily in the area, putting a lot of money into the buildings and equipment, which 
was really not typical of Cornish mining. In the early 1900’s the sett employed upwards of 600 
people, but sadly closed at the end of WW1. The site includes the remains of a house for a very 
rare undertype beam pumping engine, compressor house, winder and boiler houses, miner’s dry 
and ore bins. Luckily the stone and concrete loadings for all these machines survives so it is  
possible, with a bit of imagination, to visualise what they would have looked like. The ore was 
transported to West Bassett stamps for treatment by a narrow gauge tramway of about half a 
mile in length. 

 Kingsley next took the party to West Bassett Stamps, in the village of Carnkie, where the 
processing took place. There are fine remains here, if sadly now getting overgrown, consisting of 
stamp remains with engine house, a vanner house, buddles, and two Brunton calciners.  

Joint Visit, IASDA / SIAS To Hayle, September 2018 

Above:  North Wheal Bassett, Cornwall 2018 

Pictures courtesy of A Wills 
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Whilst looking at these remains, it pays to consider that the tin content of the rock is only 2%.  

 Across the valley, East Bassett Stamps could be seen. Beyond that, were the sites of East 
Wheal Basset and a smelter. Tramways once linked most of these sites.   

 At the end of the afternoon, we returned to the Countryman where Ainsley Cocks,  
Research and Heritage Officer for Cornish Mining, World Heritage, gave us a talk about his work 
and what was involved in overseeing the sites. There are ten areas in Cornwall and west Devon 
which have been given World Heritage status, amounting to over 20,000 ha. Until 2017, it was 
the largest World Heritage site in the UK, but now it has been overtaken by the Lake District. 
However, it is still the largest Industrial Archaeological area. Ainsley emphasised how important 
the area had been in producing copper, tin and arsenic and what has been left in the remains of 
the cottages, (282 built in Tavistock alone, by the Bedford family), smallholdings, chapels and the 
support industries like foundries, fuse factories and explosive works. Also how the transport  
network had evolved, with tramways, harbours, railways and roads.  

 He then explained how they work in partnership with the landowners and don’t actually own 
sites so have no direct managerial control. They report to UNESCO on site condition, record  
images and geo-reference them. They have to identify strategic priorities for conservation, e.g. 
Wheal Busy at Chacewater. This being a Scheduled Ancient Monument it needed involvement by 
English Heritage and Natural England to get DEFRA funding through Higher Level Stewardship 
Agreement. Conservation work took 12 weeks and is now finished. Between 2006 and 2017, 
£91m has been spent over the ten areas of the two Counties. 

 They comment on Planning Applications, giving advice to Local Authorities. In 2017  
comments were made on 876 Planning Apps. With an 86% success rate. Other Involvements  
include helping to create new jobs, interpretation, cultural events and promotion, (Poldark is very 
popular so they created a leaflet of the film locations and a map of the 19

th
 C mines). One  

concept they sponsored was The Man Engine. This automaton  has been very successful and 
has been seen all over the Country by excess of well over 100,000. It is now set to go to the  
Continent. 

 Another fact they are keen to promote is the migration issue. Cornish families emigrated all 
over the World taking their mining skills and traditions with them. They took soccer to Mexico, 
(pity they hadn’t left it there!) and pasties, although they are smaller and contain chilli! One point 
of surprise is that in South Australia, 10% of the population is of Cornish descent. There is a  
website for anyone interested in the migration,  www.cornishmining.org.uk  

 Tuesday was spent looking at Hayle. Kingsley first showed the party around the site of  
Harvey’s quays and shipyard. Harvey’s were the world renown engineers who not only built most 
of the steam engines required for mining, but also had a hand in many other aspects of  

Above: West Bassett Stamping House and buddles  2018  AW 

http://www.cornishmining
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engineering and building supplies, with their own timber yard and rope walk, company shop and 
hotel.  

 Initially a copper smelter had been set up to the North end of Hayle in 1758, hence the 
name Copperhouse, but it was soon decided that it was easier to ship the ore direct to Swansea 
where the coal was. In 1769, John Harvey, a blacksmith, set up a shop and then in 1779  
expanded into the foundry business on a site on Penpol Wastrel and were competing with the 
Copperhouse smelter. By 1800, the firm employed over 50 men and were working with several of 
the great Cornish engineers like Trevithick, West and Woolf. In 1803, John Harvey died and so 
his seventh child took control. In 1816, Arthur Woolf became superintendant in overall charge of 
their new foundry.  

 Shipbuilding began in 1819 with their own steamship company being founded in 1831. They 
went on to build the Cornubia, which vessel had the distinction of becoming a blockade runner for 
the Confederates in the American Civil War! What remains to be the largest beam engine ever 
built in the world, the multi beamed Cruquius Engine for the Dutch Government to drain the  
Haarlem Lake, was built by them in 1844. This engine had a cylinder diameter of 144”.  
A decorative archway, (still surviving) was erected to celebrate getting the contract.  

 Engines were now being built for mines and waterworks throughout the world and in 1876, 
they supplied six beam and two Bull engines for the Severn Tunnel contract. Sadly in 1903 their 
foundry and engineering works closed, followed in 1904 by their shipyard and engine works, 
though they continued to trade as builders and general merchants until becoming part of UBM in 
1969. 

 Meanwhile, at the other end of the Town, the Cornish Copper Co. had also gone into iron 
founding in direct competition with Harvey’s. They worked for Brunel, casting parts for a number 
of bridges, including the Royal Albert Bridge, and also, like Harvey’s, making some waterworks 
pumps. They too owned quays and a dock and built up a ship repair business. Also they are 
credited with building the first railway loco in Cornwall, also called the Cornubia. They had a long 
running dispute with Harvey’s over the sand bar at the entrance to Hayle harbour. This went on 
for thirty years as each firm tried flushing the entrance to their own respective quays - resulting in 
the sand blocking the other’s entrance! Finally in the early 1870’s, John Harvey bought out the 
Cornish Copper Co. 

 Another item of interest that we learned was the fact that Henry’s sister, Jane married  
Richard Trevithick. As he spent so much time away on his own business, and not being a great 
business person, this left poor Jane short of cash. John helped by establishing the White Hart 
Hotel for Jane to manage, the building surviving as the Freemasons Hall. This original building, 
being too small for its purpose, a new one, still in use today, was built alongside in 1838. Jane 
ran it for 12 years and finally died in 1868, aged 96. 

 After a walk around the surviving remains of the works, some of which had been converted 
to residential and other use, our guided tour took us under the arch built to commemorate the 
Cruquius engine and alongside some housing that John built for his workforce. We visited the site 
of his ropewalk and flour mill, and stopped for lunch, having been tempted into a local well known 
pasty factory followed by a visit to the White Hart.  

 The afternoon started with a visit to the small museum and interpretation centre, established 
in one of the factory shops. Part of the rear of this building had been their drawing office and was 
supported on sections of “rising main”, lengths of cast iron pipe made for conducting  the water 
from the pumps up mine shafts. Next, Kingsley explained about the history of the Hayle Railway, 
which was incorporated into the West Cornwall and then the GWR. The viaduct is an interesting 
structure and passes over the site of the first station, the line from Portreath originally terminating 
here. We walked alongside Penpol Terrace where shops had been established in the front  
gardens of the properties, so cutting off the light from the houses. The reason for this appears to 
have been down to Harveys’ control of the town’s development, trying to prevent any rival  
businesses. Penpol Terrace was privately owned and so was not under the Harvey family control. 
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 At the western end of Penpol Creek, where it joins the Copperhouse Pool, is where the 
modern Hayle wharves are situated. From the old railway swing bridge, now in pedestrian use, 
you can get a good panoramic view of the area. To your immediate left, some of the old gas 
works buildings survive, then, looking west to North Wharf, the site of the Pentowan Arsenic  
Calciner can be seen, (only the chimney remains) next to where Hayle Power Station was. Also 
on North Wharf can be seen where a later bromine plant had existed. Around to the north, the 
length of Copperhouse Pool can be seen with the line of the old Hayle railway (now a road) 
along the side.  

 Some of the group then returned to the car park along the old steeply inclined Hayle Wharf 
branch, (now a path) to the station and down alongside the viaduct to join the others, who had 
returned via an ice-cream shop in Penpol Terrace! 

 The return home on Wednesday, was via Portreath, where we looked at the harbour, this 
had been the northern end of the Hayle Railway with the very overgrown alignment of the incline 
behind. The harbour, originally just a quay, had been built in 1713 and was known as Bassett 
Cove, after the family; then in 1746 the present harbour was built. Two railways used the port, 
the earliest being the Poldice tramway which was a plateway built in 1809 and ran from Poldice, 
near St. Day. The earliest surviving passenger railway carriage in the world, for their Directors 
use, survives in the Royal Cornwall Museum and is owned by the Trevithick Trust. The Hayle 
Railway, which became a branch off the GWR, closed in 1936.  

 Our final call on the way back to home was to Cligga Head where mining is believed to 
have been carried out for 2,000 years and extensive remains survive, although from a much  
later period. In 1889 an explosive factory was established here by the British and Colonial  
Explosive Company to produce nitro-glycerine. This was taken over in 1892 by the Nobel family, 
inventors of Dynamite. In WW1 hand grenades were produced there. 

 Wolfram and tin was mined in WW2 and the nearby airfield was constructed. The  
spectacular remains of the processing works on the cliff top may date from this period or  
possibly slightly later. 

 This brought to an end a most wonderful couple of days of joint society visits and our 
thanks are due to Pat and Kingsley for their time and effort in arranging it. 

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

Report by  

Iain Miles 

 

Pictures by  

Adrian Wills 
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I have recently taken charge of a stationary engine which has stood idle in storage for a number 

of years.  This engine was manufactured by the Bristol Wagon & Carriage Company which  

operated between 1906/7 continuing until the early 1920’s. The company started to fall into  

decline as a result of competition from Lister’s in particular and ultimately the factory site and 

properties were sold by auction to the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co. on July 24
th
 1924. 

The Bristol Wagon & Carriage Works supplied carriages to a number of notable railways around 
the world, including the Exeter Tramways in 1892, the City and South London Railway in 1894, 
the Ffestiniog Railway in 1896 and the Lynton and Barnstaple Railway in 1897. 

The Bristol Wagon & Carriage Co. built a variety of stationary engines in paraffin and petrol  

formats.  This is five horse-power, petrol driven ‘Victoria’.  It is a single cylinder, water cooled  

engine which would have been used to drive a wide range of power tools via a drive belt  

connected to over-head line-shafts and pulleys. 

This Victoria was in a rather sorry state. Its 

wooden carriage was severely damaged by rot 

and wood-worm .  Its water reservoir had been 

disconnected and was split in a number of  

places. The exhaust baffle box was completely 

rusted through and everything was covered in an 

unpleasant combination of old engine oil, years 

of accumulated dust and pigeon droppings! 

It was hardly surprising to find that although the 

engine grudgingly turned over when its crank 

handle was applied, its inlet and exhaust valves 

were seized solid.   

A colleague and I decided that we would attempt 

to get this engine working if we could and set to 

liberally dosing it internally and externally with 

diesel.  Much to our surprise we were fortunate 

enough to be able to unscrew and remove from 

the cylinder head its spark plug which we believe 

is original, and poured a considerable quantity 

directly into the cylinder itself. 

After a period of time had passed, allowing numerous applications of diesel to penetrate the  

various parts and attacking some with wire brushes, we were extremely pleased to be rewarded 

by finally freeing the valves and getting the piston to move smoothly within the cylinder barrel 

producing a very satisfying sound somewhat reminiscent of ‘Thomas the Tank Engine’. 

A replacement HT lead was connected from the magneto to the spark plug and once again we 

were very surprised when the plug produced a healthy spark when the engine was cranked over.  

Everything was looking very positive.  In the meantime the carburettor had been taken to pieces, 

along with other bits, thoroughly cleaned and some actually polished.  We continued to be  

surprised by the engine in a number of different ways: with the exception of the cylinder head 

STATIONARY BUT NOW RUNNING! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_Omnibus_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tramways_in_Exeter#Tram_cars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_and_South_London_Railway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ffestiniog_Railway_rolling_stock#Bogie_passenger_coaches_and_vans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rolling_stock_of_the_Lynton_and_Barnstaple_Railway
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which we were in fear of snapping off its retaining bolts and therefore left alone, other nuts and 

bolts undid with very little difficulty, exposing machine-fitted joints which were such good fits that 

they required no gaskets. Each and every part displayed its own identification number including 

the very small needle valve inside the carburettor.   

Eventually the whole engine was power washed to remove the accumulated grime. 

The paint work of this engine is worn, chipped and scarred but the lengths to which the  

manufacturers went to finish off their products is quite extraordinary.  Not only were these  

engines painted a bright ‘Post Office’ red but had very fine black lines decorating the fuel tank 

and spokes of the fly wheels!  

This machine has obviously led a hard life.  At some time the cast iron water jacket which  

surrounds the cylinder has cracked.  Apparently it was quite common for engines like this one, to 

be left standing during the winter months without their water jackets being drained off resulting in 

catastrophic damage if frozen. This jacket has been repaired (brazed?) unfortunately in a rather 

clumsy manner but at least it does hold water.  

Since it is very unlikely to find a replacement exhaust pipe similar to the original, a modern  

replica for a Fergusson tractor has been fitted.  A brand new wooden carriage has been  

constructed and a set of four cast iron wheels sourced to enable the machine to be moved about 

when necessary.  Having eventually restored the engine to its new carriage, connected up the 

repaired reservoir with new hydraulic pipes, linked up the petrol tank and carburettor, we decided 

The new carriage for the Victoria Stationary Engine awaiting a coat of paint. 
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it was time to try and fire up the beast. However since this engine predates the use of modern 

lead-free petrol an additive had to be mixed with the fuel before actually trying to run it.  

Eventually all was prepared and I applied considerable effort in turning the crank handle but after 

several attempts was rewarded by a couple of splutters and back- fires  the engine settled into a 

very satisfying rhythm of running.  A vast amount of blue smoke was issuing from the exhaust  

accompanied by a considerable amount of black oil.  Initially we couldn’t decide whether this was 

the product of the copious amounts of diesel poured into the cylinder head when we were  

attempting to free all the seized parts or whether it was due to worn piston rings. 

After several sessions of running the engine the exhaust fumes did begin to clear considerably 

and issued forth from the end of the pipe in some very pleasing smoke rings.  It was clear how-

ever that that was a problem with the amount of oil still being blown out so we decided to  

dismantle the cylinder head in order to examine the bore of the piston barrel, its piston (4¾inches 

in diameter) and its rings. 

To get at the piston it is necessary to remove the surrounding water jacket since that and the  

barrel is a single cast block of iron.  When nearly all the parts that we had dismantled earlier had 

come off with almost ridiculous ease, the bolts retaining the water jacket proved to be stuck fast 

resulting in several shearing off and then time had to be spent in drilling out the remaining  

broken off bolts and cutting new threads in the holes.  This has now all been accomplished and 

new bolts are waiting to be inserted.   However before the engine can be reassembled  the  

piston, its barrel and rings have to be taken to a specialist company for assessment. 

Above left: The water jacket showing the bottom of the cylinder barrel, the piston and its rings. 

Above right: The water jacket showing the inlet and outlet exhaust valve openings and a very 

‘specialized’ corn-flake packet replacement gasket (low pressure). 
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Just outside of Yeovil is a company which does specialize in producing replacement rings for  

unusual engines  and I am hoping that it can  solve Victoria’s problem of excessive oil burning with 

a new set of rings which (he says with fingers crossed!) shouldn’t be too expensive. 

Once the engine is rebuilt it is hoped that it can then be run at times on exhibition  

               Adrian Wills. 

The Bristol Wagon and Carriage Company ‘Victoria’ Stationary engine  

before it had its water jacket lifted off and the piston removed. 
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A most interesting meeting was held in the Village Hall at Coldridge in central Devon on Tuesday 

13
th
. November. The speaker, Mr John Dike, a retired electrical engineer, gave a most informed 

and entertaining talk on the endeavours and failures of the attempts to lay a telegraph cable 

across the Atlantic from 1854. 

 

John started by explaining how telegraphy had evolved with semaphore and the early electrical 

system of Cooke and Wheatstone in 1839. Once established on land,  it was considered a  

necessity to be able to communicate across water. This led to a cable first being laid across the 

English Channel in 1850 and then the project to lay one across the Atlantic took off, led by the 

American entrepreneur, Cyrus West Field. After many a false start, the fragile cable was  

connected and the first messages were transmitted and read on August 12
th
 and 13

th
 1858. It sort 

of worked for three weeks before failing. 

 

Shorter but stronger under-sea cables were being laid elsewhere and with this knowledge, new 

proposals were now in hand. In 1865 a fresh attempt was made using Brunel’s ship, the Great 

Eastern. This too failed, but after the difficulty of raising more cash, a successful attempt was 

made in 1866. The Great Eastern was the ideal ship for the job as she could stow the whole 

length required on board. After completing this successful attempt, a recovery of the 1865 cable 

succeeded and the company then had two working cables which substantially helped to increase 

trade across the pond. 

 

John had brought with him a selection of early instruments and memorabilia related to telegraph 

communications of that date, including Morse keys, which his able assistants were able to 

demonstrate. Many thanks were given to him and his helpers for a very enjoyable talk. 

                Iain Miles 

(Above mage acquired from the Internet— Public Domain) 

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH CABLES 
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 A WHEELWRIGHT'S WHEEL? 

 The power of moving water has always fascinated me especially when it is harnessed.  I am 

particularly interested in waterwheels which must be some kind of Wills trait since my cousin, Dr. 

Graham Wills, is heavily involved with the running and management of the water-powered 

sawmills at Simonsbath on Exmoor. For many years I have travelled along the A388 passing 

through Horrelsford on journeys to Plymouth and back 

 Blink and you may easily miss this tiny hamlet but for the fact that it is in quite a deep dip in 

the countryside and has a petrol station adjacent to substantial Industrial garage. 

 As the road passes this garage it crosses a small stream to the side of which the skeleton of 

a waterwheel can be glimpsed. When recently driving past this location. I decided to stop in the 

petrol station and make some enquiries about the wheel.  The station and garages belong to the  

company of W. Sanders & Sons and I managed to speak to the present owner surprising called 

Mr Sanders. He said that the company had been in his family for several generations, back to the 

time of his great grandfather who ran a business predominantly making and repairing carts and 

cartwheels. He was pleased to show my wife and I the site of the wheel as well as giving us a 

very brief outline of its history.  He thought that it was produced and brought over by an American 

company called Spekes (Speaks?), installed sometime in the 1840s  I have found no reference to 

this from the Internet and Martin  Watts, with whom I have been in conversation, thinks this is  

unlikely. Mrs Sanders has promised me a copy of an article she produced for her local parish 

magazine in which her family tree is outlined and reference to the workings of the waterwheel is 

mentioned.  I wait in anticipation! 

 The waterwheel had been installed to 

drive machinery for the manufacture of  

the carts and wheels but what actual tools 

were driven by it he didn’t tell me.  The 

wheel had been redundant for many years 

and the wheel pit had become choked with 

silt and debris but Mr Sanders decided to 

resurrect it. Having easy access to  

powerful lifting equipment he and others 

hauled the wheel out of its pit but not before 

a considerable amount of ‘rubbish’ was first 

removed.   

 Today the wheel stands against a 

block wall just behind its working location.  

The original pit has been completely infilled 

and made safe.  The wheel is in very good  

condition although missing all of its wood-

work.  Stupidly I didn’t think to measure it 

when I was looking at it but I estimate it to 

be about 8 feet in diameter and about 4 feet 

wide  It had a a total of 24 buckets.  Mr 

Sanders said that he thought its power 

generation was about 8hp.   
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He also said that he had found reference to employees working on the site in 1917 earning 3/6p 

(3 shillings and 6 pence) per week!  He also said that the flow of the water to the wheel was so 

poor at times  that production for the day had to be stopped early.      

           Article and images—Adrian Wills 
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From Beer Quarry to building a cathedral:  

the work of a stonemason.  

A talk by Peter Dare, master mason.  

16th January 2019, Memorial Hall, Thorverton 

Peter talked briefly about his apprenticeship as a stonemason at the limestone quarries at Beer 

and made frequent reference to his work from 1969-1985 on his restoration and conservation 

work at Exeter Cathedral.  

The main part of his talk, however, was about his supervision of the completion from 1989  

onwards of the new Anglican cathedral of Brisbane, and specifically the techniques used in the 

construction of its stone vaulting. 

The cathedral was designed by the neo-gothic architect John Loughborough Pearson (1817-

1897), and work was begun on its construction in 1906. Construction was interrupted by the  

second world war, and Peter found himself committed to the third and final phase. So much 

sandstone was required that the church needed to purchase its own sandstone quarry. 

Peter explained and illustrated with many pictures the work of banker stonemasons, who carve 

stone in preparation for its incorporation into the cathedral, and that of fixer stonemasons, who 

insert the building blocks into it. Peter’s teams of masons came from England and France as well 

as Australia, with one arriving from Samoa. In addition, he sponsored the training of a  

scaffolder and a bricklayer, both of whom had become interested in stonemasonry while working 

on the cathedral. He described the work of rival English and French fixer stonemason teams as 

they competed, from opposite sides, to be the first to reach the apex of an arch. There were 
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many illustrations of their work in confined, dusty, and often dangerous places as they worked in 

temperatures that could go up to 50º C. 

A repeated theme in his talk was the mix of technologies employed in the work, from masons 

drawing full-size patterns on a floor space in the mediaeval manner, to computer-generated  

templates. He emphasized how often he relied upon the traditional wisdom of mediaeval  

masons, sometimes in direct conflict with modern architectural practice. He showed banker  

masons shaping stone with a mallet and chisel, with power tools, and latterly with gigantic,  

computerized diamond wire saw equipment that could shape lines of huge blocks of stone  

sequentially entirely without human intervention. The traditional skills of the mason were still  

required, however, to produce the patterns of chisel marks that were part of Pearson’s original  

design. 

As well as being a supervising master mason, Peter is also a stone carver and executed dozens 

of bosses to the designs of school children, all of them girls, who had their names inscribed in 

stone. In order to raise further funds, many structural stones in the cathedral bore the names of 

donors, while major donors had their portraits carved in stone. 

Peter described the 6mm tolerance that he worked with in cutting of stone, while claiming that the 

automated machines could carve huge blocks of stone accurate to within one millimetre. He  

emphasized that diamond wire cutters wore out not when the diamonds became worn but when 

the matrix in which they were embedded gave way. 
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Among the many questions that followed, there was discussion of the waves of church building in 

England, which seem to have been related to phases of national economic well-being. The  

alignment of the bedding planes of the sandstone was discussed, always needing to be, Peter 

explained, perpendicular to the main line of force that the stone was bearing. He described the 

work of supervision in the quarry and his need to recognize faults within stone that could be  

excised in the shaping of stones for construction. The mortar used stimulated much interested, 

being a mixture of black sand, lime and cement. 

Peter’s talk was very warmly received by an audience of over 40. 

            Report by Michael Stannard 

 

 

 

Peter Dare immortalised in stone. 

All of the images for this article were kindly supplied by Peter himself. 

The committee of the IASDA strives to keep its membership fully informed of events and items of  

interest and hopes that those reading this newsletter will find it useful. 

Articles on any aspect of Industrial Archaeology, local or national, which members wish to share 

would be gratefully received especially if accompanied by images.   

Should you have articles and images which you feel should be published then please contact   

Adrian Wills  

Telephone: 01237 477705  Email: adrian@therollecanal.co.uk 

Please note that the IASDA or the DA may not be held responsible for any views or opinions  

expressed in these publications. 
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